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Kant identified in the “spectators’” enthusiastic response to the French Revolution the clear sign of a moral disposition in humankind. Following Hannah Arendt’s classic interpretation, but departing from it in important respects, I attempt to show in this paper that the “spectatorial” account of Kant’s view of the French Revolution makes sense only if it is understood in terms of a subject’s aesthetic response to objects of natural sublimity, and only if this aesthetic experience is instrumentalized for purposes of moral education.

Kant’s private approval of the French Revolution is not matched by a corresponding conceptual justification in his legal philosophy of the revolutionary principle as an instrument of social and political change. In the Metaphysics of Morals, Perpetual Peace, as well as in Theory and Practice he explicitly rejects the right to use political violence, even against a regime that is not in conformity with the principle of right (rechtsmässig). For Kant, all acts of active resistance are illegal means to effect transformations in the political organization of society, and this holds even under the most severe circumstances of political oppression. There is no recourse in Kant to substantive principles of justice capable of circumventing the strict procedural rules that qualify actions as right (rechtlich). Furthermore, the prohibition against political violence covers all other extra-legal grounds of appeal, including moral norms or exceptions to such norms in cases of natural necessity, even though Kant is alleged by some to have derived the universal principle of right from the categorical imperative, which should allow such grounds, at least in principle.

Yet, Kant also contends in the Idea for a Universal History that political violence can be a vehicle for progress (IUH 50/8:27), and in the Contest of Faculties he went so far as to identify in the “spectator’s” enthusiastic response to the French Revolution—an event of incontestable violence—the clear sign of a moral disposition in humankind (CF 182/7:85). How can one reconcile these two positions? In the following I set out to show that the “spectatorial” account of Kant’s view of the French Revolution, originally formulated by Hannah Arendt, may provide us with a solution to this problem.
But the solution can work only if we significantly revise Arendt’s interpretation on the strength of a different reading of Kant. The proposed alternative would require that we understand Kant’s reaction to revolutionary violence in terms of the aesthetic response of the spectators to objects of natural sublimity, an experience that also fosters the moral education of the individual and of humankind. If we adopt this interpretation, Kant’s arguments against political violence are no longer incompatible with his belief that sympathy for the French Revolution offers evidence of humanity’s moral disposition. One could both reject political violence on moral and legal grounds and react to it in ways that enhance private and, perhaps, even public morality provided that violent political action is assimilated to a non-intentional natural event, and the response to it in aesthetic contemplation yields reflective judgments of sublimity.

Here is the paragraph in the Contest that causes so much controversy:

The revolution…may be so filled with misery and atrocities that no right-thinking man would ever decide to make the experiment again… But I maintain that this revolution has aroused in the hearts and desires of all spectators who are not themselves caught up in it a sympathy which borders almost on enthusiasm, although the very utterance of this sympathy was fraught with danger. It cannot therefore have been caused by anything other than a moral disposition in the human race (CF 182/7:85; Kant’s emphasis).

Following Hannah Arendt, commentators usually interpret this fragment as introducing a distinction between the perspective of the spectator and that of the agent. Arendt controversially argued in a series of posthumously published lectures that the key to understanding Kant’s political theory is provided by his Critique of Judgment, which makes explicit the hidden or “repressed” communicational premises on which the former rests. In her reading, Kant’s preoccupation with the notion of sociability late in his life is met in his critical philosophy by the notion of a sensus communis that we all presuppose in our reflective judgments. Claiming subjective universality for judgments of taste requires that aesthetic pleasure be communicable, and communication of what is highly subjective presupposes a shared faculty. This idea is in turn linked to the principle of publicity that must underwrite all political maxims in a lawful society. Communicability, therefore, is the true compact of mankind, and not the social contract, which is an idea of reason that still requires external enforcement.
Arendt’s position is that when we deliberate publicly we cannot avoid adopting the perspective of the community of enlightened and disinterested agents, which must inform, without determining, however, all our practical judgments and maxims for action. The perspective of the “spectator,” therefore, reveals the intersubjective presuppositions of any meaningful deliberation that yields judgments with practical relevance. And, Arendt argues, this is Kant’s own perspective when praising the “sublime spectacle” of the French Revolution and distinguishing the standpoint of the spectator from that of the actor. What is allowed the former, rooting for justice in the wake of an event that seemed to achieve it, cannot be permitted to the latter, that is, violently uprooting a lawful regime in order to make room for a more just condition. If we accept this distinction, Kant’s legal arguments against change through political violence are no longer inconsistent with his belief that our sympathy for the French Revolution reveals the moral potential of humankind.

The wider theoretical context that informs Arendt’s interpretation makes her reading of Kant sufficiently interesting to persuade critics of its legitimacy. And, at least one of the central elements of this interpretation, i.e., the distinction between the two perspectives, withstands any scrutiny. However, Arendt’s appeal to communicability and the sensus communis to justify this distinction, partly motivated by the disproportionate methodological weight of reflective judgment in her reconstruction of Kant’s political philosophy, is less convincing. Furthermore, there are some problems with the textual evidence for Arendt’s interpretation of the Contest, and in order to see what they are and what they entail, we will have to take a closer look at Kant’s actual explanation.

Kant says that the sympathy of the onlookers was caused by a moral disposition within the human race. In the next paragraph he identifies the two elements that together make up this cause: on the objective side, the right of self-legislation, or the condition of right as such; on the subjective, the will to submit freely to juridical laws of one’s own making, that is, human rationality as applied to legal relations. But, this immediately raises a question: why is sympathy needed as an additional sign of the presence of this moral disposition, if right and the will to obey its principles were already present in the outcome of the revolution, signalling the exact same thing —either, on the objective side, in the juridical make-up of the new regime, or, on the subjective side, in the propensity for lawfulness of the liberated citizens and their rulers?

One possible answer, widely accepted by commentators, is that Kant did not wish to legitimize the unlawful transfer of power and the violent means
that achieved it. Thus, he chose to identify as the source of moral disposition only the new political ideals in their impact on the mind of the non-participants. In the following paragraph, however, Kant adds three new ideas that together throw some doubt on this explanation. First, he says that enthusiasm, which is phenomenally akin to passion (but, unlike passion, is not ethically blameworthy), along with the right of self-legislation and the attitude of lawfulness, “[are] always directed exclusively toward the ideal, particularly that which is purely moral (such as the concept of right)” (CF 183/9:86). Second, he localizes this enthusiasm in the revolutionaries themselves, not in the spectators, and suggests that it is similar to the moral frisson produced by fighting for what one takes to be a noble cause: “Even the old military aristocracy’s concept of honour (which is analogous to enthusiasm) vanished before the arms (Waffen) of those who had fixed their gaze on the rights of the people to which they belonged, and who regarded themselves as its protectors.”

Third, he allows that the sympathy of the spectators is for the “exaltation” of the revolutionaries, which seems to be Kant’s synonym for their enthusiasm.

These three new elements indicate that Kant actually speaks of two kinds of enthusiasm, the spectators’ and the actors’, each seemingly providing evidence of the moral disposition of humankind, albeit in two different ways. But, what kind of explanation could possibly justify this tacit distinction? One plausible answer could be that by attempting to distinguish the spectators’ enthusiasm from the actors’, Kant tried to show that even those who did not rebel against their monarch (in this case, the Prussians) because of the intrinsic republicanism and lawfulness of their monarchic rule, still shared, as spectators, in the moral disposition of humankind, whose other effect was the actors’ enthusiasm for the realization of justice. And, this seems to be the tone of the footnote on the same page in the Contest where Kant defends himself against charges of Jacobinism. But, this explanation would still place the sign of equality between the will to live in justice and the will to engage in violence to achieve justice, which is unacceptable for Kant. Moreover, if the latter were also a legitimate moral cause, one cannot help but wonder why Kant took such pains to distinguish so carefully the spectator from the actor.

Another explanation would be that the spectators’ sympathy for the enthusiasm of the actors provides direct evidence of the spectators’ moral disposition and, thus, indirect proof of the moral disposition of humankind, whereas the actors’ enthusiasm does not, even though they as well as some of the spectators seemed to believe otherwise. The object of the actors’ enthusiasm is the ideal of justice, regardless of how it is achieved, whereas the object
of the spectators’ is only the actors’ enthusiasm or “exaltation.” The difference between this interpretation and the “official” one, according to which right and the will to justice alone account for the sympathy of the spectators for the Revolution, is that the former allows one to eliminate the problem of the moral incompatibility between means and ends, and the related ethical problem raised by privately sympathizing with morally dubious political actions. This, however, requires that purposive revolutionary action be reduced to blind natural causality, which is the vehicle of progress according to the natural-teleological theory articulated in the *Idea*, and that the enthusiasm of the spectators be for this natural force of moral change, whose outward phenomenal expression is the “exaltation” of the actors.

In this interpretation, revolutionary movements are natural events of no intrinsic moral relevance, and the participants just a blind mass of pathologically excited people. Strictly speaking, there are no persons to whom one could impute the consequences of actions. This allows Kant to endorse fully the positive legal results of the French Revolution on the basis of his procedural conception of justice (according to which the revolutionary authority is legitimate regardless of how it came into being) and, at the same time, forbid the deliberate undertaking of such actions by individuals and organized political groups. Thus, the “cunning of nature” or asocial sociability offers evidence that the human race is politically progressing, whereas the spectators’ enthusiasm for the exaltation of the revolutionary crowd is proof that political progress is accompanied by moral progress.

This would make for a convenient solution to a vexing problem if one could find some evidence that it was Kant’s, or that Kant could have endorsed it, and if the evidence also explained how the spectators’ enthusiasm might be dissociated from the objectives of those whose exaltation caused it. I believe that the evidence is provided by Kant’s theory of aesthetic response to natural sublimity, which also clarifies how the spectator can react to, without, however, approving of, a violent event in a way that reveals her moral disposition.

Interesting as they are, Arendt’s ideas about the mediating function of the reflective judgment do not dramatically alter the standard understanding of Kant’s legal philosophy. They also do little to advance the analysis of the link between violence and the enthusiasm for the French Revolution. Yet, there is another sense in which Kant’s aesthetics can illuminate this connection. Arendt says in a different context that revolutions are speechless. The revolution is a fleeting event of particular violence that cannot be subjected to discursive reasoning. Therefore, its meaning cannot be captured by the tools
of traditional political theory. No analysis of social or economic causes, individual and collective psychology, political institutions or historical events can explain the outburst of mass energy that defines revolutionary movements. The revolutionary phenomenon as such is ineffable.

Kant’s aesthetic theory also deals with the ineffable. Gadamer, for instance, criticized the neo-Kantian subjectivization of aesthetics for being unable to overcome the fragmentation of aesthetic experience (Erlebnis). Since the judgment of beauty is based on acts of contemplation, and because contemplation is a fleeting and indeterminate inner representation, the complete experience of the work of art (Erfahrung) is similarly reduced to a self-referential state of the mind that cannot lay any claim to truth. Now, given that, according to Arendt, the revolutionary phenomenon resists discourse and cannot be captured as an object by any theory, and since, pace Gadamer, Kant’s aesthetic theory similarly devours its objects in the “fulgurations” of aesthetic consciousness, one wonders if the former could not make the perfect object for the latter. Kant’s various references to the sublimity of the revolution (and his other references to the sublimity of war) seem to justify this methodological conjecture.

Unlike the determinate judgments of either cognition or moral practice, the reflective judgment, which lies at the centre of Kant’s aesthetic theory, “merely reflects” on the presentation of an object. Its principle, the form of purposiveness for our cognitive powers of the object of reflection, is subjectively teleological. It presents the empirical unity of nature as if it exhibited a purpose, except that the purpose is unavailable for cognition. It is what Kant calls purposiveness without a purpose (Zweckmäßigkeit ohne Zweck). The principle, therefore, is “one that reflective judgment gives as a law, but only to itself” (C3 19/5:180). And, the actual object of the judgment is not the object of nature, or the artefact whose presentation is submitted to the mind in reflection, but the feeling of pleasure we experience when we refer the form of the presentation to the harmony of our cognitive powers, the understanding and the imagination. The pleasure is for the normativity of our mental state with respect to the presented object.

Reflective judgments are of two kinds, judgments of taste (or beauty) and judgments of the sublime. Although the judgment of the sublime shares its a priori basis with the judgment of taste, it is also much different from it. Whereas the object of beauty is bounded and its form can be grasped by the imagination, the sublime is unbounded. It is precisely this unboundedness or formlessness of the object that triggers the feeling of pleasure. For this reason,
we no longer refer the object to the indeterminate power of the understanding, as fit for cognition through concepts, but to an indeterminate concept of reason.

The quality of liking the object is also different. In a judgment of taste, the play of the imagination and the understanding immediately leads to a feeling of “life’s being furthered,” whereas in the sublime this feeling is arrived at indirectly. It is preceded by the “feeling of a momentary inhibition of the vital forces, followed immediately by an outpouring of them that is all the stronger” (C3 98/5:245). The feeling is one of seriousness, closer to the moral feelings of respect or admiration, which makes the pleasure negative in quality, a repression of one’s sensible nature in the face of the formlessness of the sublime object.

But, the sublime has another effect as well. The sublime object is counter-purposive for our cognitive powers, which is why the experience of sublimity is commonly regarded as a species of violence to the imagination. The impression of inadequacy in representation, which translates into an acknowledgment of our own cognitive inadequacy, is caused by the inability of our representational powers to grasp the totality of the sublime. It is this feeling of impotence that we call sublime, but only to the extent that we are able to overcome it by referring the initial displeasure to an “idea containing a higher purposiveness” that could adequately appraise it (C3 99/5:246). Displeasure is now replaced by the pleasure we take in the ability of the mind to overcome its limitations, which corresponds not to humiliation, submission, and self-repression, but elation (das Erhabene). The sublime, therefore, elevates us above our cognitive condition.

Of the two kinds of sublime, the mathematical and the dynamic, the second may help us explain the spectators’ reaction to the Revolution. The dynamically sublime presents nature as a might (Macht) that is superior to any human power. Yet, in contemplating we must not feel that it has any dominance (Gewalt) over us. The object of nature must be presented as capable of arousing fear, where fear is the psychological condition corresponding to our recognition that we are in no position to resist its might. But, the fear must not affect us directly. If we are fearful, what determines the judgment is the empirical component in the representation of the threat, and the judgment will be determinative, or one of cause and effect. Moreover, when we escape something fearful, we experience joy, which corresponds to what is agreeable in sensation and, therefore, cannot be the product of reflective judgment. Thus,
the experience of the sublime must be one of “fearfulness without fear” (C3 119/5:260).

Which objects may we call (dynamically) sublime? Here are Kant's examples: tempests, thunderstorms, hurricanes, erupting volcanoes, earthquakes, “deep gorges with raging streams in them,” the ocean at storm, the high waterfall of a mighty river. Most of these are instances of mindless natural violence that disrupt the civil tranquility of life and remind us of the uncontrollable powers in the universe. There are only two other examples in the third Critique that do not refer to natural events: religious feelings caused by the idea of an almighty being and admiration for the warrior who overcomes his fear. As Kant says in relation to the latter, “Even war has something sublime about it, if it is carried out in an orderly way and with respect for the sanctity of the citizens’ rights” (C3 122/5:263).

How could Kant consistently claim that war is the most horrible of all evils (as he does in Perpetual Peace) and yet appreciate the warrior figure and war itself as displaying sublimity? There are two issues that need to be distinguished here. First, there is a weak analogy that Kant uses for purposes of illustration between the admiration we feel for the courage of the (virtuous!) warrior who overcomes obstacles, which “reveals to us that his mind cannot be subdued by danger” (C3 121/5:262), and what happens to us in experiences of sublimity. With respect to the latter, Kant says that “[T]he soul’s fortitude [is raised] above its usual middle range, [which] allows us to discover in ourselves an ability to resist which is of a different kind, and which gives us the courage [to believe] that we could be a match to nature’s seeming omnipotence” (C3 120/5:261). The same analogy seems to have been employed in the quoted paragraph from the Contest, where Kant likened the exaltation of the crowd to the military’s concept of honour.

Second, the representation of war itself is judged in terms of the category of sublimity, which could only be explained if Kant understood war, or at least the destructive force unleashed by it, as a mindless natural phenomenon contained within the limitations of “order” and “respect for rights.” We judge war sublime just as we judge the thunderstorm or the earthquake when they are presented to us in the imagination: disinterestedly, from a distance, either geographical or historical, and with fearfulness without fear. In his other references to war, Kant similarly presents human agency as collective or mass agency: violent, blind, and irrational, a position which is partially consistent with his view of the “cunning of nature” in the Idea. Perpetual Peace clarifies this point as follows: “War is bad in that it makes more evil people than it
takes away. So much for what nature does for its own end with respect to the human race as a class of animals” (PP 334/8:365; my emphasis).

Now, based on Kant’s description of the French Revolution in the Contests as the deed of exalted or enthusiastic people, I suggest that Kant’s aesthetic representation of it (admittedly, a very romantic one) presupposes a similar understanding of collective violence. The revolution, as Kant appears to have imagined it from the geographical and historical distance of 1790’s Königsberg, could be described as a short-lived natural event, a spontaneous mass-act similar to natural disasters, whose outward expression was the revolutionaries’ “exaltation” and their “enthusiasm exclusively directed toward the ideal of justice” (CF 183/9:86). A similar vision animates Kant’s natural teleology in the Idea for a Universal History, where the engine of moral progress is humanity’s unconscious propensity for conflict. For this reason, the revolution’s unfortunate consequences cannot be judged morally or legally, just as one cannot condemn violent natural events for their destructiveness. This further allowed Kant to distinguish the phenomenon of mass violence triggered by the storming of the Bastille from the Terror, or the true (and morally condemnable) revolution, according to the Rechtslehre (RL 464n/6:320-2n; also R 8048), which consisted of a series of acts of violence that were deliberate, technologically enhanced (the guillotine), guided by a clear political interest, and instrumentalized accordingly. Only the former of these two types of violence channels the energy of a natural force. The latter is evil wrapped up in a semblance of justice (RL 464n/6:322n).

Finally, and completing the analogy between the sublimity of war and the sublimity of the revolution, the moral and legal safeguards Kant places on the permissible context of heroic war waging (“order,” “respect for the rights of the citizens,” on the one hand, and the presence of a moral motivation in the courageous warrior, on the other) seem to have been replaced in the context of the aesthetic response to the French Revolution by two, functionally similar, devices. On the one hand, there is the object of the revolutionaries’ exaltation, or the ideal of justice that needs to be realized; on the other hand, and revealing a methodological circularity of which Kant seems to have been unaware, there is that exaltation itself. The circularity mentioned above need not bother us. Exaltation may well be an intrinsic feature of the (moral) psychology of the warrior or revolutionary, but it is an extrinsic feature of aesthetic contemplation that plays no substantive role in the constitution of the experience of sublimity. As well, the ideal of justice cannot by itself determine the quality of the spectators’ aesthetic response to the sublimity of natural violence, which
means that the present interpretation of Kant’s spectatorial theory is not undermined in any significant manner by the imperfections of what could be an overextended analogy.

If it does not seem too far-fetched to analyze the French Revolution as a phenomenon of natural sublimity, what could possibly account for Kant’s claim that the spectator’s reaction to it provides evidence of her (and our) moral disposition? Again, the analysis of natural sublimity gives us a clear indication. The experience of the sublime is not directed at the presentation of the object, as in the experience of beauty. The sublime is strictly in us. In judging something sublime, we overcome the negative feeling of displeasure that is caused by the inability of the imagination to present the formless object to the cognitive power. The imagination is strained to its limit and, when it fails to produce an appropriate pure schema, it defers to reason, which supplies it with an idea. It is this presentation through indeterminate concepts of reason that causes the feeling of pleasure, a feeling no longer based on the form of the object, but on the mind’s ability to raise itself above its cognitive inadequacy. For this reason, “Sublime is what we like…directly” (C3 127/5:267), which provides, Kant argues, further proof of the mind’s supersensible vocation. The representational impotence of the imagination prods the mind to “subjectively think nature itself in its totality as the exhibition of something supersensible, without our being able to bring this exhibition about objectively” (C3 128/5:268; Kant’s emphasis). In other words, sublimity is an experience of self-transcendence, taking us from our empirical self-representation in the imagination to the exhibition of our potential for rational thinking in feeling. This potential indicates our capacity for morality in a way that is even more revealing than the moral symbolization afforded by judgments of beauty.

But there is also a second sense in which the sublime provides evidence of our capacity for morality. Kant’s discussion of the sublime indicates that the feeling of indirect pleasure is phenomenally similar to respect, or the intellectual feeling that accompanies (or is) self-determination by the moral law (which is why Kant often uses these two words interchangeably in his moral writings). Kant says, “The judging strains the imagination because it is based on a feeling that the mind has a vocation that wholly transcends the domain of nature (namely, moral feeling), and it is with regard to this feeling that we judge the presentation of the object subjectively purposive” (C3 128/5:268). The moral law never manifests itself except in its subjective component, as respect, a feeling of having been elevated above the humiliation we experience when confronted with the majesty of self-legislation. And, the
same feeling accompanies the presentation of the sublime object: “[C]onsidered from the aesthetic side (i.e. in reference to sensibility), the liking is negative…but considered from the intellectual side it is positive and connected with a [moral] interest” (C3 131/5:271). The only difference between the two is that respect follows (or is) the voluntary submission to the moral law, whereas in the experience of the sublime the feeling mediates the referral of the presentation of the sublime object to the indeterminate concept of reason. Thus, “if we judge aesthetically the moral good…we must present it…as sublime, so that it will arouse more a feeling of respect…” (C3 132/5:271). Furthermore, given that this feeling is phenomenally similar, if not the same, with moral feeling, one has the “obligation…to cultivate it and to strengthen it through wonder at its inscrutable source” (TL 529/6:400; Kant’s emphasis). This is precisely what happens to the disinterested “spectator” in the Contest: she becomes aware of the supersensible source of her moral feeling.

The evidence presented so far suggests that our response to the “sublime spectacle” of the French Revolution reveals the presence of an innate moral disposition. But, is this what Kant had in mind in the Contest when he declared that the revolution is met with a sympathy that “borders almost on enthusiasm?” Apparently, yes. Here is how Kant defined enthusiasm in the Critique of Judgment: “If the idea of the good is accompanied by affect [as its effect], this [affect] is called enthusiasm. This mental state seems to be sublime…” (C3 132/5:272; Kant’s emphasis). Enthusiasm turns out to be the empirical counterpart of the intellectual feeling of elation in aesthetic pleasure or moral judging, which reinforces the claim that Kant must have understood the spectators’ reaction to the French Revolution in aesthetic terms.

One final issue needs to be addressed at this point: how can aesthetic feeling be instrumentalized for moral purposes? Kant’s various discussions of moral education may provide a clue. Kant’s notorious refusal to endorse revolutionary action as an instrument of change in his political writings may be explained by the fact that he sees legal obedience as the subjectively necessary condition for the fulfillment of a process of moral education of the individual (Bildung) and the species (Erziehung). The goal of this process, indeed, the final purpose of creation (Endzweck), is the emergence of a moralized world within the world of sense (C3 323/5:435), as revealed by the imperfect duty to realize the highest good (C2 228/5:110).

The capacity to obey laws of one’s own creation is the product of what Kant calls the “culture of discipline” (Zucht or Disziplin), which is the first
stage of Bildung and a prerequisite for the development of reason as the sole principle of moral self-determination. Discipline here is what Kant in other contexts calls “ethical ascetics” (TL 597/6:484). Its object is “how to put into practice and cultivate the capacity for as well as the will to virtue” (TL 539/6:412; Kant’s emphasis). By curbing the inclinations, discipline makes room for the development of our humanity and, at the same time, it facilitates “our education for our highest vocation,” or morality (C3 319/5:432). Although it cannot produce individual morality by itself, discipline “makes us civilized (gesittet) enough for life in society” (C3 321/5:433). Now, legal obedience, according to Perpetual Peace (PP 340, 343n/8:372, 8:376n), seems to play a similar role in ethics. It recommends restraint, at the possible price of unhappiness and physical suffering, in order to create the subjectively necessary conditions for the emergence of moral lawfulness.21

The other, positive aspect of Bildung is the “culture of skill,” or Geschicklichkeit, which is the ability to adopt as one’s own those ends that are appropriate for moral education and, thus, conducive to moral self-determination. Keeping in line with the interpretation pursued above, I suggest that, as a component of aesthetic cultivation, the spectators’ aesthetic response to the French Revolution may be assimilated, in the institutionalized forms that structure public imagination (the fine arts, literature, or the “moral catechism” of school pedagogy), to the culture of skill. This would allow Kant to reject rebellion, either on legal grounds, or on the basis of his negative moral pedagogy (the culture of discipline), and, at the same time, instrumentalize an aesthetically enhanced historical representation of it in ways that may also encourage the moral education of the individual (Bildung) and of humankind (Erziehung).

There is always the risk of using Kant’s theory of aesthetic response to the sublimity of natural violence to justify the morally indefensible. The recent urban uprisings in France, for instance, seem to have reinforced the popular belief that riots and other acts of gratuitous violence may also be explained in terms of the excitement generated by the aesthetic response of the participants to images of material destruction.22 Although the psychological causality presupposed by such explanations may turn out to be empirically verifiable (and there is a respectable tradition in European social psychology, stretching from Gustave Le Bon and Gabriel Tarde to Serge Moscovici via Wilhelm Reich and others, that purports to do just that), the attempt to derive ethical meaning from it would not meet Kant’s approval. There is nothing morally uplifting in perpetrating violence for “aesthetic” thrills, and Kant is very clear
about this. Unlike the disinterested spectator, the member of the violent crowd is “manically” pursuing the object of his “fanatical” exaltation, the ideal of justice, in the various political guises in which justice may present itself to him (C3 136/5:275). And, the willingness of decent people to join in mass actions that may take them in catastrophic directions could also be accounted for, as Kant himself suggests, in terms of a pathological change in their disposition, from aesthetic contemplation to exalted action. The same conceptual apparatus that helps to explain the moral potential of a specific kind of aesthetic response may also be used to illustrate the psychological mechanism of social pathologies. However, these two subjects, aesthetic response to natural violence and violent action caused by representations of destruction, could not be more dissimilar.
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